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The Course Ahead

Annual General Meeting

First International Online Marine Art Exhibition
The American Society of Marine Artists is proud to be leading the first global online exhibition representing the
finest marine art as selected by our society, the Australian Society of Marine Artists , the Canadian Society of
Marine Artists, l’Association des Peintres Officiels de la Marine (France) and the Royal Society of Marine Artists
(United Kingdom). The exhibition's website, InternationalMarineArt.com, will remain open to the public until
June 30th, 2022. A print catalogue of the exhibition is available for purchase on the website.

The Annual Meeting of the American Society of Marine Artists is coming up on Sunday, January 30th, 2022 at
1pm Eastern online via Google Meet or other video conferencing service. (Members will receive a formal
invitation with a link to the meeting via e-mail mid-January.) In the meantime, don’t forget to assign your vote
by proxy to Fellow and Society Secretary, Kim Shaklee.
http://www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com/event-4562609

Anchor to Windward ‘22
The Anchor to Windward Campaign was established to provide the Society with the resources to withstand
economic downturns and troubled waters. We are continuing to grow the fund so it can help us serve our
members and educate the public, ultimately helping us offset event and application fees. Our annual pledge
period will end on January 31, 2022. To contribute, please visit https://americansocietyofmarineartists.com/
Anchor-to-Windward
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The American Society of Marine Artists is a
non-profit organization whose purpose is to
recognize and promote marine art and maritime
history. We seek to encourage cooperation
among artists, historians, marine enthusiasts
and others engaged in activities relating to
marine art and maritime history. Since its
founding in 1978, the Society has brought
together some of America’s most talented
contemporary artists in the marine art field.

FROM THEPRESIDENT
Nick Fox, Valatie, NY

Dear Colleagues,

I was re-reading Walter Benjamin’s 1935 essay, TheWork of Art in the Age
of Mechanical Reproduction, this past week while working on a digitization
project with another marine art organization.

In the essay, Benjamin posits that a copy of a work of art, no matter how
accurate, doesn’t have the same unique aesthetic aura as the original. This is
because the work is removed from its “cultural context,” and its meaning–its
aura–is fundamentally different as a copy.

While he was focused on the politicization of art in Germany, the ques‐
tions he engages couldn’t be more relevant in an era of astonishing technolog‐
ical advances in the reproduction of artworks.

In 2013, a doctoral student in the Netherlands, Tim Zaman, came up
with a method to scan two-dimensional artworks in 3D, capturing not only
high-resolution images of the works, but also the height of impasto and glaze
cracks down to nine micrometers (9/100’s of a centimeter). His goal was to
see if a “paint” printer could replicate the “proximity” of a masterwork. Ulti‐
mately, he and his team decided that no matter how perfect the scan, the
effect of the original work on viewers couldn’t be replicated.

Many of us are anxious about our work being copied and shared online
with no ability to monetize the public’s enjoyment of it.

Based on both Benjamin and Zaman’s work, it seems you have nothing to
worry about. The original work is unique.

To the contrary, the more people who see and share your work, via social
media or on an unlicensed t-shirt or coffee cup, the more your original is
worth. And if you reach a certain level of recognition, the new “NFT” market
is open for you to issue authorized digital “editions” - think of them as digital
prints - of your work for sale and licensing to collectors.

If you see a bandwagon going by, it’s already too late to get on.
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ART AND THE ARMED SERVICES

Much official military attention has
been given to art to keep alive great
events. The paintings of Wellington's
victory over Napoleon at Waterloo, Ve‐
lasquez’s Surrender of Breda, Alexander
The Great’s victory over the Persians,
the battle of Trafalgar, Goya’s depictions
of the killing of Spanish civilians by the
French Army, Picasso's Guernica, and
John Singer Sargent’s Gassed, with its
unforgettable march of blinded British
soldiers walking, hands on shoulders, to
the aid station while a soccer game is
played in the background. This paint‐
ing of the horror borne by the WWI
British Army in Belgium is one of his
best of the worst, hanging in the Impe‐
rial War Museum in London.

The paintings mentioned represent
a span of extremes, nevertheless they
are a visceral depiction with imagina‐

By Capt. John Charles Roach, USN (Ret.), ASMA

ABOVE: Henry Reuterdahl, US Naval
ConvoyWWI, oil on canvas, 72 x 116

tive clarity of purpose for being created.
They represent a truth of mud, dirt,
hardship, endurance, patriotism, devo‐
tion, circumstance, misery and a host of
factors the civilian population hopefully
may never experience. Art can illumi‐
nate the profound differences between
civil life without threat and those who
forgo that safety and security in the
commitment to our defense.

During times of war, the armed ser‐
vices have relied on artists to share the
message, both of patriotism and of
shared sacrifice. Whether they were
active duty combat artists commis‐
sioned specifically to document their
experiences, or if they were civilians
who wanted to support the war effort,
artists produced many of our most en‐
during images.

One of our first was John Trumbull,
whose iconic depictions of the Ameri‐
can Revolution were gleaned from his
time in uniform as an aide to General
George Washington. Winslow Homer

and many Hudson River School artists
including Sanford Robinson Gifford
and Francis Augustus Silva served
during the Civil War. Charles Robert
Patterson created many works burnish‐
ing the Navy’s image during World War
I. German born Anton Otto Fischer’s
appreciation for the heroism of the ser‐
vicemen of his adopted country played
itself out across the covers of the Satur‐
day Evening Post through both World
Wars.

Many official Navy artists came
from various Works Progress Adminis‐
tration (WPA) programs which were a
part of president Franklin Delano Roo‐
sevelt’s “New Deal” social safety net
during the Great Depression. For the
new demands facing the country in the
war, Roosevelt personally requested the
participation of some artists, including
naval combat artist Cdr. Albert Murray,
who was a well known portrait painter
at the time.
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Artists who came to participate in
the war effort included Griffith Bailey
Cole, Thomas Hart Benton, William F.
Draper, McClelland Barclay (who was
killed in the South Pacific theater), Kerr
Eby, Mitchell Jamison and Dwight
Shepler, who covered the June 6th D-
Day Invasion.

Reginald Marsh, a noted social
realist, did his bit by promoting war
bonds in the 1940s. Joseph Hirsch
made artworks to illustrate the war
effort both as a civilian and on active
duty. Other noted artists who served
the war effort included Henry Reuter‐
dahl and, of course, Bjorn Egeli, father
of American Society of Marine Artists
Fellow Peter Egeli.

Official Army art programs brought
more than 2,000 works into their pos‐
session by the end of World War II.
Originally managed by the Smithso‐
nian, the collection today includes
more than 12,000 works and is over‐

seen by the U.S. Army Center of Mili‐
tary History. The Army maintains an
active and ongoing combat artist
program.

In 1947, when the Air Force sepa‐
rated from the Army, becoming its own
service, General Hap Arnold saw to it
that the Air Force’s new image was ad‐
dressed through every means available,
including the development of an art
collection separate from the Army’s.
The Air Force brought in the Society of
Aviation Illustrators to provide art ap‐
propriate for public display in recruit‐
ing centers, advertisements, and mili‐
tary museums being created around the
country.

While unthinkable today, during
World War I, the Marine Corps was
threatened with dissolution and being
taken over by the Army because politi‐
cians and the public did not under‐
stand the Corps mission. The Corps
used artwork depicting its many and

varied missions as a tool to justify its
importance to the public. The Iwo Jima
Marine Corps Monument on the
grounds of Arlington Cemetery depicts
seven Marines raising the United States
flag over Mt. Suribachi. It was sculpted
by Felix de Weldon after the Joseph
Rosenthal photograph of 1944. This
monument serves to cement the
Marine Corps forever in the mind of
the public for its history, honor, and
commitment to this nation.

The Marine Corps seeks out gifted
talent from within its ranks--it being

ABOVE: Capt. John c. Roach, ASMA, USS
New Jersey, 1969 tempera on paper, 31 x
39
OPPOSITE ABOVE: Charles Robert Patterson,
USS Constitution vs. HMS Java, oil on
canvas, 34 x 65
OPPOSITE BELOW: Anton Otto Fischer, Night
Action, 1943, oil on canvas, 28 x 30
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OPPOSITE: Joseph Hirsch, Mercy Ship, 1943,
oil on canvas, 49 x 38
TOP: F. Luis Mora, Survivors Awaiting
Rescue, 1920, oil on canvas, 36 x 50
BOTTOM: Dwight Shepler, LSTs Loading for
Normandy, charcoal on paper, 11 x 17

much easier to move uniformed per‐
sonnel into a combat zone. They carry
rifles, but have the distinction of also
being assigned a sketchbook. In my
opinion, where the Army has tradition‐
ally taken a more formal, greatly re‐
searched for accuracy and painted after
the fact approach, the Marines feature
an “I was there and this is what I saw”
approach.

The NASA art program was intro‐
duced featuring a fantastic collection of
artwork of paintings in the National
Air and Space Museum on the Mall.
The employment of guest artists to visit
NASA sites produced an exhibit viewed
and appreciated by millions of visitors
having a positive effect.

The Coast Guard Art Program
(COGAP), which has been active for
the last 35 years, brings active service
members and civilians to the task of
sharing the importance of the service’s
heroic operations with the public. Or‐
ganized with the Salmagundi Club,
COGAP has benefited tremendously
from the volunteer work of some of our
devoted ASMA members.



With the money allocated to bring
to Washington D.C. a National Navy
Museum, there is every reason to
believe there will be a rejuvenation and
opportunities for art inclusion not only
drawing from the existing work but
honest consideration for filling in the
gaps for historic depictions afresh from
the fleet viewpoint. It is important to
give the public a greater appreciation
for what the unseen “Big Gray Boats”

far over the horizon do, and the men
and women who serve on them.

John Charles Roach is a Navy artist
whose training began with three years of
study in Paris at the National Academy of
Fine Arts and culminated in a Master’s
Degree from the American University.
He served in Vietnam and the 7th Fleet
as an official Navy Artist to document
naval activities in-country and offshore.

On active duty in the Naval Reserve he
has completed artist assignments depicting
the submarine force of the 1980s, Desert
Shield and Storm, and Bosnia-Herzegov‐
ina. Among his private commissions, he
designed and sculpted elements of the
Navy Memorial inWashington, DC and
completed a mural for USS Arizona Visi‐
tors Center in Honolulu, Hawaii.



OPPOSITE: Barclay McClelland,
Untitled, 1942, oil on canvas,
39 x 39

ABOVE: R. G. Smith, Riverine
Patrol 1968, oil on canvas, 22
x 28

RIGHT: Kerr Eby, Tarawa No.
II, 1944, charcoal and crayon
on paper, 39 x 51

The News & Journal would
like to thank Susan G.
Munro, Head Curator at
the Naval History and Her‐
itage Command for her co‐
operation on this article.

All images here are used
courtesy of the Navy Art
Collection, Naval History
and Heritage Command.





MARY PETTIS:
ASurge of Connectedness

by Nicolas Fox, ASMA

All paintings by Mary Pettis

OPPOSITE : Fermata, oil, 24 x 16 in

I got to speak with Mary Pettis re‐
cently about her life and work. De‐
spite the grim November weather,
Mary’s vibrant appreciation of how art
illuminates and connects us made the
day feel bright and filled with possibil‐
ity.

Mary grew up on a farm in south‐
ern Minnesota. Her mother’s side of
the family came from the Bavaria in
the 19th century. Her fa‐
ther’s family arrived in the
country before the Revolu‐
tion.

Art didn’t play much
of a role in her childhood
life, but she was sensitive
to it when it crossed her
path. Mary loves to share
her fond memories of star‐
ing into the Bierstadt land‐
scape print above the
couch in her family home
as a child. She was also
captivated by pottery that had been
painted by her great-aunt. “It was a
lemonade set with lighthouses, and
cottages in the mountains, and Euro‐
pean villages. I would just stare at
those as a child and wonder what it
would be like to be able to paint
something so beautiful out of your
head. Although our home was filled
with music and beautifully hand‐
crafted heirlooms, my Great Aunt Al‐
lie, who I never met, was the only
family artist who inspired me as a
child.”

Early on, Mary was captivated by
nature. “Growing up in Minnesota,
there are so many pockets of beauty.

The land just… imprinted on me. I
felt deeply connected to the change of
the seasons. Even as a kid it seemed to
me like rocks were alive. I remember
in a grade-school science class they
said that even inside rocks there are
molecules that are moving. It felt like
a truth I already knew.

“There was this surge of connect‐
edness to all the living things around

me. I felt like I could sense an oak tree
that was 300 steps away when I was
walking on the ground. Reading the
transcendentalists’ observations about
how nutrients flow up through the
roots of a tree in the same manner
that the blood flows through my vein‐
s…things like that sparked a wonder
inside me, an inner resonance. I had
to fight against the idea that it’s silly to
think about such things.”

Mary’s family were hardworking
farmers who had little time for her
“daydreaming” about such things, ex‐
horting her to clean out the chicken
coop if she “needed time”.

“One of my favorite jobs was to

check the electric fences skirting the
pastures. Walking along the fence line,
I was able to start being alone in na‐
ture for a few hours at a time. That’s
when I started feeling that…connect‐
edness.

Mary did all the things an artisti‐
cally inclined farmgirl might do. She
drew, acted in plays, sang, and en‐
gaged in public speaking. She was rec‐

ognized for her repre‐
sentational artwork by
her teachers. “My high-
school art teacher said,
‘Don’t ever let anybody
try to teach you how to
draw and paint. Just
follow your heart.’
which--God rest his
soul--was horrible ad‐
vice. But he knew I
loved nature. I think
what he was trying to
say was ‘don’t go off to

college and have them tell you that
only abstract art is art.” Mary’s parents
were wary of her interests. “I know
they were proud that I was so prolific
in the Arts, but I suspect they hoped
there would be some practical applica‐
tion.”

In 1971, Mary headed off to the
College of Saint Benedict in St.
Joseph, Minnesota, the nation’s

only Benedictine college for
women. The college operated in con‐
cert with nearby St. John’s University.
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All paintings by Mary Pettis
ABOVE: Moonset, Sunrise, oil, 16 x 20 in
OPPOSITE TOP Solitary, oil, 16 x 20 in
OPPOSITE: Sandhill Crane Morning, oil,
24 x 24 in

Once there, she immersed herself in
the arts, pursuing drama and paint‐
ing. “I spent the fall semester of my
freshman year in the play Macbeth
and also working on my first still life.
My grandfather had recently passed
away and I decided to paint a collec‐
tion of some of his things--a duck de‐
coy, a scarf, his cap, and a few shotgun
shells.

“After the play, when we struck
the set from Macbeth, I realized I had
nothing to show for it but a program,
whereas at the end of the still life class,
I had a painting! And not only that, if
I made more, I could sell them! So I
thought it would be plenty practical
to learn how to do this and be a
painter. Piece of cake! Except I didn’t
really know how to get better…but I

knew I loved nature and now wanted
to paint.”

On seeing the work of Bela
Petheo, a portraitist and artist-in-resi‐
dence at St. John’s University, Mary
immediately enrolled in his classes.
Born in Hungary and educated at the
Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna had
emigrated to the US in 1951. He’d
studied under Karl Lueger and was in‐
terested in Kokoschka’s School of See‐
ing. “He painted intriguing portraits,
and he led me toward finding a way
that would be acceptable to still be a
representational painter, but paint
loosely enough that it wouldn’t be
frowned upon, or considered calendar
art.”

Conscious of her family’s desire
for practicality, Mary was studying

Secondary Education in addition to
Art and French. “My parents really
wanted me to be able to take care of
myself. I think they were worried that
I wanted to be an artist. Secondary
Education was a “sensible” career.

“I was taking a class at Mankato
State in the summer to be able to also
get a degree in Humanities, and be‐
tween classes I found an old Artists
Magazine from the summer of 1971.
It was mostly in black and white, but
one article in the color section was
about Richard Lack. I thought it was
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written about an old master; I was so
surprised to discover that he was still
alive, and in fact, teaching in Minne‐
apolis!

“I wrote him a letter about study‐
ing with him and he wrote back
telling me how his atelier worked,
adding ‘I don’t have any women stu‐
dents, but on your way back to col‐
lege, why don’t you swing by? Bring
some of your work and we’ll talk.’
And that’s what we did. The following
summer, I was accepted on a trial ba‐
sis, and did well enough that he said
‘okay.’

“I told him my mother would kill
me if I didn’t finish my college degree,
and that I had to go back to Saint
Ben’s at least for the first semester of
my senior year. And so I packed all
the courses in and ended up graduat‐
ing with majors in both Art and Hu‐
manities and a minor in French. I
skipped student teaching to go di‐
rectly to the atelier. That was when I
made the decision to become an artist.
Going to Minneapolis to study with
Richard Lack was probably the first
adult decision I ever made.

“It was a tremendous honor to be
admitted, and just the idea that I
could ever paint in this style was truly
a dream. We started out with models
right away, every morning. Afternoons
were spent on charcoal drawings and
paintings of casts, then on to still life
and portraits--all over a three-year pe‐
riod. During my last year, I also
learned the art of copperplate etching
from Daniel Graves, who was at the
atelier at the time.

“Knowing I wanted to be a land‐
scape painter, Mr. Lack taught me the
French Impressionist way of handling
landscape. This meant comparing out‐
door color values to a piece of black
velvet, which results in a really high-
key painting. I did a series of paint‐
ings in that manner that my col‐
leagues loved, and Mr. Lack was really
pleased, but when all was said and
done, the paintings didn’t feel to me
the way nature does. I wanted to



somehow find a way to capture the
richness and depth that I felt when I
connected with nature.

“After Atelier Lack, I married and
moved to the St Croix River Valley in
Wisconsin. I always had a wet paint‐
ing in the dining room as I raised
three kids. Unexpectedly, I ended up
being the primary breadwinner in my
family. I taught classes and did etch‐
ings to pay some of the bills. Because
of my training I knew how to mix
color and what brushes to use. I
painted a lot of wildlife because it was
something I knew, as I had grown up
hunting and fishing. And wildlife
paintings would sell for enough
money to pay three month’s rent. We
opened a gallery on Main Street in
our little town, and painted all man‐
ner of subjects, commissions, and es‐

pecially landscapes. After our divorce,
I opened a gallery and classroom space
in Taylors Falls, MN, where I now
live.

“I dated Randy for four years be‐
fore we got married in 1997. During
our courtship, we took a trip out to
Jackson Hole with the kids. It was our
first long distant family vacation and a
real adventure. And that was where I
first met Jim Wilcox.”

Jim was a plein air painter whose
work, Home of the Beaver, had won a
$50,000 National Arts for the Parks
prize. “When we went out to the
Tetons, I saw the original, and when I
went up to it, I just couldn’t believe
how beautiful it was. It was loose and
yet masterful. I didn’t know how he
did it. Painted in a bravura manner,
the brushwork was so fresh and thick!

It had the richness and depth that was
missing from my Impressionist at‐
tempts. And so when I saw an ad in a
local magazine advertising a Jim
Wilcox workshop, I thought, ‘I’ve got
to meet this guy!’

“With Randy’s encouragement, I
signed up. I will never forget the first
day. He did a demonstration showing
us how he just how he toned the can‐
vas and wiped it down and then did a
quick drawing in cadmium red light
and then started applying the paint.
He was almost done and someone
asked, ‘And how many times will you
return to the scene?’ And he said,
‘Well, I usually try to finish it in one
shot, on one day.’ My jaw dropped.
And I literally danced. I was jumping
around in circles. I was so excited.
When I came to my second work‐



All paintings by Mary Pettis

OPPOSITE: Road to the Sea, oil, 30 x 40 in

ABOVE: Rippling Light, Ponte Vecchio, oil,
18 x 28 in

shop, Jim said, ‘I remember you.
You’re the one who danced!’

“That was where I found out
about plein air painting, that it was
possible to go outside and do a paint‐
ing in a few hours. That just blew my
mind. The idea of being able to iden‐
tify the story I wanted to tell, put the
right stroke in the right place and
then be done was another world.
There was just no looking back for
me. I became obsessed, ready to do
whatever it took to learn that lan‐
guage.

“I took another workshop at Jim
Wilcox’s studio from Zhang Wen
Xin. That was my first introduction
to Chinese interpretations of nature
in painting. He didn’t speak English
very well, but his work resonated with

me. I tried to memorize everything he
was doing with his palette knife and
his brush to get such incredible ex‐
pression in his work, but I didn’t yet
understand the difference between
imitation and expression. So I put it
on the imaginary shelf for future use.

“Also, during that workshop,
someone recommended Richard
Schmid’s book, Alla Prima - Every‐
thing I Know About Painting. I bought
it but didn’t read it right away. Having
a classical realist point of view, and
loving the Hudson River School, I
didn’t really care for his work…yet.
Once I started reading the text of the
book, I began to understand what he
was after and started opening my
mind a little. I saw the beauty and
mastery in his work. Because my kids
were still young, I would record chap‐
ters from the book, especially the
chapters on edges and color har‐
monies, and then listen to the tapes in
the car when I was carting them
around. I’d listen to the tapes over and

over until his teachings sank in. And I
became a big fan. I did all the color
chart work, learned to use a palette
knife, I felt like I was now starting to
get a handle on how to see and use
colors in ways in which I hadn’t been
previously trained. I painted hundreds
of alla prima studies over the next few
years.

“I think my next pivotal art expe‐
rience came in 2004, in Scottsdale,
Arizona. I had won an award from the
Plein Air Painters of America at the
‘Best and Brightest’ Art Show at the
Scottsdale Artists’ School in Arizona,
so we traveled down to see the city
and the show. At the same time, there
was an exhibition called Historic Trea‐
sures Utopian Spirit: Selections of
Russian Impressionism at the old
Fleischer museum there in the city. I
went there expecting to have just an‐
other educational museum experience;
I had no idea of how much it would
change me. When I saw the paintings,
the bottom fell out of my stomach



All paintings by Mary Pettis
ABOVE: Waiting for the Light, oil, 40 x 60 in
OPPOSITE TOP: The Color in Greys, oil, 8 x 14 in
OPPOSITE BELOW: The Old Dock, oil, 16 x 20 in

and I just started weeping. Tears were
streaming down my cheeks at nearly
every painting. These were huge
paintings of all subjects, everyday
scenes, portraits, genre paintings,
landscapes, and it’s not like they were
strenuously posed and licked to per‐
fection, you know? I had this com‐
pletely unexpected visceral connection
to the creators of this art from halfway
across the world!

“I’d never seen anything like it be‐
fore. They used heavy, heavy paint like
cake frosting and even thicker, they
were life-size with gorgeous bright and
unpredictable colors. Not the colors
that you see when you inspect a sub‐
ject closely, but in a way that spoke to
the mood and story of the painting! I
could see that they understood how
the warmth or coolness of a color, for
example, could be used as a vehicle of
expression, and in the way that they
handled their contrasts, the purples
and yellows together, or high chroma

against low chroma. Something was
happening in the instinctive applica‐
tion and simple alchemy of the paint.
It was loose but still somehow
grounded. It wasn’t careless or slap‐
dash. It was deliberate bravura. In the
articulation of the wrist bone of the
hand, for example, you could see the
knowledge behind that expression. I
melted inside, I vowed to myself I
would seek to understand why I was
moved so much. That show really
changed my life. That’s when I de‐
cided expression is paramount, and
knew, more than ever, that I needed
to dive deep into the technical vocab‐
ulary.

“After that, I stopped painting for
the market, pretty much, for a long
time. I studied everything I could
about how those Russian artists were
trained. I even started examining the
work of Chinese artists that I knew
had links to the Russians. That led me
to meet Jove Wang, who was a pivotal

instructor for me. He encouraged me
to paint from my instinct. It felt like
he was the connecting piece some‐
how. I didn’t know any Russian artists
that were teaching that could fill in
this blank, but Chinese artists like
Zhang Wen Xin and Jove Wang had a
direct student-teacher link to the Rus‐
sian artists. Zhang Wen Xin studied
under Maksimov! Because of those
guys, I went to China, then also Rus‐
sia, and closely studied the works of
Serov, Polinov, Fechin, and Repin.

“Since then, I have been trying to
understand what they did and how.
What is it that helps us get emotion
into our work? How does that hap‐
pen?

“One book that really unlocked a
lot of things for me was Hongnian
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Zhang’s Yin-Yang of Painting. I be‐
lieved the philosophy of Chinese art
could inform my technical classical
training. One of the steps in my ex‐
ploration was understanding that we
use all of the tools we’re familiar with,
you know, brushwork, color, texture,
all the things oil paint can do…we use
those for the purpose of ex‐
pression. And we can’t forget
that we learn the vocabulary
so that we can say some‐
thing. Expressive Realism.

“I’m big on technique
and getting under the hood,
really understanding how to
draw and gaining a really
strong mastery of the
medium. But it’s so impor‐
tant to understand that the
language is only meant to
serve the content and the ex‐
pression.

“As soon as we pick up a
brush, we bring it all to the
easel. We bring all our train‐
ing, all our knowledge of
what makes a good painting,
how to apply paint, but
when we go out in front of
nature, we respond intu‐
itively. I try not to intellectu‐
alize at all anymore once the
brush is in my hand. Jove
taught me to set the brush
down when I need to think.
I learned after doing thou‐
sands of little paintings that
it’s better to just respond as I
paint… And I find that’s the
pure expression. The spark
that comes usually is a given;
I wouldn’t have set my easel
up in that spot if my intu‐
ition wasn’t guiding me. So
I’ll feel that spark and start
working. The analyzing part
comes during my first wash when I
put the brush down…I’ll know right
away that it’s the shapes, or the lines,
you know? I can dissect what it is that
I’m responding to, and usually, it falls
into one of the categories of line,

shape, value, color, or you know, the
edges and texture. After years of com‐
posing paintings, now I know what
will carry the painting even before my
brush touches the canvas, or even
while I’m putting my paints out. I will
look at the scene and just know.

“I’ve been teaching for a few

decades, and I always recommend
painting small works to figure out
who you are and what you need to
say. The method I came up with, and
I have this in my Masterclass Hand‐
book: go out, set a timer, and paint for

one hour. Then: brushes down. I
think it’s really helpful to artists, be‐
cause if they only have an hour they
have to prioritize what’s important
about the scene. The first dozen stud‐
ies are usually really hard, but they
have to have faith and do fifty or sev‐
enty-five. Then I tell them to lay them

all out along the floor
board or in their studio
and sit back and just dis‐
sect them and separate
their favorites. Do they see
a particular recurring
strength? Figure out why
they love those pieces: is it
that the shapes were great,
did they have good, clean
color, or not too much de‐
tail?

“I think being an artist
is about having powerful
feelings that have to get
out in one way or another,
and having a vocabulary to
express them. I think
maybe everyone has it in‐
side of them to be an
artist, it’s just uncultivated.
But mastery – mastery of
the medium and mastery
of the content – requires
meditation and internal
work to understand that
first instinct. When I get
twenty minutes in and I
can see the evidence of the
finished painting, it still
feels like a miracle to me.
All of this study is gelling,
finally, in the work that
I’m doing now. Although
my better works are my
simpler ones. A lot of my
attempts at poetry become
accidental novels.

“The two great dialects
of art are instinct and intellect, or
message and medium, and I have to
honor both. It’s a dance, a pas-de-
deux, between right brain and left
brain, the abstract and the concrete.
Art has been an incredible journey for
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All paintings by Mary Pettis
OPPOSITE: Serenade, oil, 28 x 16 in
ABOVE: North Shore Beckons, oil, 32 x 48 in
BELOW: The Day Spent with Lilies, oil,
16 x 20 in

me, connecting all the different
schools and different influences over
the years. This is what I’ve gathered
that I can pass along: once we’ve stud‐
ied and learned the vocabulary, and
once we’ve studied and learned who
we are, we have to just sit back and
ask ‘what are the tools that I need to
say what I want to say right now?’ We
need to be happy in the process and
gentle with ourselves. Trust that we
have the knowledge we need to do the
painting we want to paint today. Try
to stay present and do the work, and
then show up and do it again tomor‐
row!”

�
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WINONA RETREAT
AMagical Gathering on the Banks of the Mississippi

by Burchenal Green, President, National Maritime Historical Society

Minnesota has many
nicknames, but the
state’s name itself is the

most à propos for the location of a
world- class marine art museum.
“Minnesota” comes from the Dakota
words, “Mni” (water) and “Sota” (sky-
tinted, or cloudy), and in the state’s
southeast corner is an impres-sive mu‐
seum dedicated to art “inspired by wa‐
ter.”

“I feel I could step into that
painting, hear the crunch of snow un‐
der my boots, and feel the warmth
from the lantern as I passed under it.”

ASMA president Nick Fox was in
the gallery space within the Minne‐
sota Marine Art Museum in Winona,
where ASMA’s 18th National Exhibi‐
tion was on display, when he over‐
heard a visitor transfixed by John Sto‐
bart’s paint-ing of the 19th-century
Manhattan waterfront. The work, a
bustling scene of the great days of sail

in America’s busiest port, is titled
South Street, New York, 1875.

ASMA artists and art enthusiasts
gathered in Winona to share ideas and
techniques, but also to view the spec‐
tacular col-lection of great marine art
that has found a home in this lovely
mid-western town on the banks of the
Mississippi River. The Minnesota Ma‐
rine Art Museum specializes in great
art; its six galleries feature world-class
paintings, and artifacts, including im‐
pressionism and a significant collec‐
tion of Hudson River School paint‐
ings and folk art sculptures, as well as
a rotating schedule of traveling exhibi‐
tions by guest curators.

The riverfront museum, sur‐
rounded by more than 60,000 native
plants and visited by soaring eagles
overhead, provides a calming influ‐
ence as you approach, a way of open‐
ing the heart to better appreciate the
art you will discover within. The gal‐

leries are spacious but still intimate,
and the newly installed lighting dis‐
plays the works to great advantage.
The permanent collection comes from
the personal holdings owned by
Robert Kierlin and his wife, Mary
Burrichter; they founded the museum
in 2006 to share these incredible and
important artworks with the public.
The museum’s collections contain
works by many of the great masters—
Thomas Cole, Vincent van Gogh,
John James Audubon, Claude Monet,
J. M. W. Turner, Pierre-August
Renoir, Paul Gauguin, Pablo Picasso,
Camille Pissarro, Georgia O’Keefe,
Henri Matisse, Wassily Kandinsky,
Andrew Wyeth, Mary Cassatt,
Winslow Homer, Fitz Henry Lane,
James Buttersworth, and more.
ASMA was honored to have Kierlin
and Burrichter give us a personalized
tour, and it was quickly apparent that
this extraordinary museum is a labor
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OPPOSITE: The whole
group on the lawn of
the Winona Country
Club. Photo by the
late Paul Garnett - See
page 34

ABOVE: Mary
Burrichter sharing
details about
Leutze’s work
RIGHT: Winona
mayor Scott
Sherman paints
with Donna Nyzio,
ASMA on a joint
work at her demo

of love and a personal expression of
this couple’s understanding of the
power of great art.In 2015 Burrichter
and Kierlin were thrilled to acquire
one of America’s most iconic and im‐
portant paintings and bring it to
Winona. In 1850–51, Edmund
Leutze (1816–1868) created three
paintings of Washington Crossing the
Delaware. The first was destroyed in a
bombing raidon Bremen in World
War II. The second—the largest of the
three—hangs at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York City.
The third painting hung in the West
Wing of the White House for
decades, but it was there all that time
on loan. When word got out that the
owner wanted to sell it, Burrichter
and Kierlin—a former Minnesota
state senator—jumped at the chance
to purchase it for their museum.
Adding to its historic value is that it is
displayed in its original frame, signed
by the artist.

A group of today’s top marine
artists gathered in this setting last Sep-
tember, where ASMA Fellows and
Signature artists gave annotated de‐
mon-strations of their techniques. Of
particular interest was a lesson in how
using color and warm and cool tones
can draw the viewer’s eye right into
the painting. We learned about the “Z
approach” to composition and hori-
zon, whereby the artist imagines—or
even pencils in—a “Z” on the canvas
as a way to place the action. Anyone
who has ever said that something “is
about as exciting as watching paint
dry,” has never watched a good artist
turn a blank canvas into a painting,
stroke by thrilling stroke. There is a
plain white background, and an hour
later a seascape comes to life with
thundering waves, or a rusty tanker is
shown moored to the wharf with slack
hawsers in the low light of the late af‐
ternoon. There is so much to learn
and be inspired by at these ASMA
confer-ences, for both artist and ad‐
mirer alike. During Signature member
Michelle Jung’s compelling demon‐
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CLOCKWISE FROM RIGHT:

Bob Kierlin talks about the MMAM’s Van Gogh

President Nick Fox leads a tour of the 18th

Former President and Fellow Russ Kramer
speaks about Photoshop as a tool for painters.

Anne Brodie Hill on materials and texturing

Former President and Fellow Kim Shaklee

Michelle Jung demonstrates her method for cre‐
ating vibrance

stration, she explained that it wasn’t
until she started painting that she
truly learned to see the world around
her, but that she did not start painting
full time until later in life. She gener‐
ously gives presentations in her com‐
munity, and I know how this must in‐
spire many hesitant beginners.

The 18th National Exhibition
from ASMA has moved to the mid-
Atlantic and is now on display at the
Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum.
It is available for all to view online via
the ASMA website, but it is transfor‐
mative if you have an opportunity to
see the show in person. ASMA will
certainly send a future traveling ex‐
hibit to this fine museum in Winona,
but there is much to be seen and en‐
joy if you can get there sooner. You
will not be disappointed.

�
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I have always considered myself a
decent sailor and artist. My journal
and watercolors accompanied me on
my business and personal travels
around the world. My favorite trips
though always involved being near or
on the water and oftentimes on a sail‐
boat. I have stacks of journals docu‐
menting these trips with colorful
sketches and notes. Oftentimes, beer,
wine, or the ocean provided the “wa‐
ter” for my paints.

My job as an architect and my life
as a husband, father, and grandfather
took priority over my love of painting
and sailing for many years. My jour‐
nal sketches rarely made it to a fin‐
ished painting, but that changed
when I retired in July 2020. My days
are now spent sailing and traveling,
most often with watercolors and
sketchbook in hand. But I now have
time to bring those sketches to a full
piece of paper and sell them through
my website and as commissioned art.

As I prepared for a trip to the
coasts of Massachusetts and Maine in
July, I studied the classical sail boats of
the area. I became enamored with the
Friendship Sloops and was excited to
find that our visit coincided with the
annual Friendship Sloop races in
Rockland. We were able to visit with
boat owners on the docks and saw
many sloops up close. Watching
them racing gave me an appreciation
for the beauty of these boats, their
sails, and their graceful lines as they
cut through the water. Their mar‐
itime history makes them even more
appealing to study and paint. But
these old ships and their massive sails
create a challenge to paint and capture
the essence of their beauty. The tall
stack of study paintings in my studio
attests to that difficulty and my quest
to get it right.

The Friendship Sloop evolved in
response to the rigors of fishing in the

weather and sea conditions of Maine’s
coastal waters. Their hulls are shaped
to cut through rough Atlantic waves
and provide a stable platform to work
nets and lobster traps. The sloops orig‐
inated around 1800 in Muscongus
Bay, Maine in the village of Friend‐
ship and is now considered one of a
few surviving American classic sailing
vessels. Wilbur Morse of Friendship,
Maine built the most sloops and is
considered “The Father of the Friend‐
ship Sloop”. Circa 1925 the boats
were replaced by motorized work
boats and were saved from extinction
by sailors who converted them to
recreational sailing sloops. These
sailors and their families are the
founders of the Friendship Sloop So‐

ciety who work to promote and pre‐
serve the sloops. There are roughly
285 Friendship Sloops sailing today
and one, FS Blackjack launched in
1899, is listed in the National Reg‐
istry of Historic Places.

The maritime heritage of these
iconic Maine sloops and the spirit of
the Friendship Sloop Society family
transcend the mere physical beauty of
the sloops and are stories we artists
can tell in our paintings. These are
stories of adventure, hard work, his‐
tory, and a love of sailing beautiful
sloops that only art can convey.

A SAILOR’S JOURNAL
by Julian Tablada

OPPOSITE: Julian Tablada, Before the Start,
watercolor, 8.5 x 7.5 in

ABOVE: Julian Tablada at the helm
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The sloops have very distinctive
features that lend an historic aesthetic
to marine paintings.

Dennis Huston, son of Diane
Fassak the 2021 Commodore of the
Friendship Sloop Society, wrote: “The
special character of the vessels is in the
art and science of advanced 19th cen‐
tury technology, a study in form fol‐
lowing function. Start with a purpose
driven clipper bow, lofty, graceful, and
sea-worthy, enabling a swift and clean
cut through rough or calm seas. The
lines then continue longer, wider, and
deeper culminating in an oval at the
stern. The widest and deepest area is
just aft of the midpoint, providing
great stability and little drag. Forward
gaff-rig engineering reveals a secret
beauty within. Set the mainsail wide
and easy and the perfectly balanced
sloops sail themselves, staying on
course, and freeing the sailors to
work.”

Judy Heininger and Ted Walsh of
“Black Star” FS #247 welcomed me
aboard their sloop in Rockland Har‐
bor. The sloop is a work of art whose
lines flow harmoniously much like
shapes of soaring birds and sleek sea
animals. One can see her graceful
lines in the painting “FS Black Star”.
The sweeping compound curves of
the hull make drawing them very
challenging but offer the artist many
exciting view points to paint.

The basic rigging of a Friendship
Sloop is a cutter rig with mainsail,
stay sail, and jib. These are called
Bald-head Sloops. Some Friendship
Sloops have a topsail above the main‐
sail and a third head sail called a flying
jib. These sloops are Top-masted
Sloops. Their billowing sails give the
illusion of giant clouds gliding over
the ocean.

It is easy to see the balance inher‐
ent in the boat’s design and the effect
the wind and sea have on its structure.
They are simple machines with no
room for frills. Masts, spars, and hal‐
yards bend and the canvas sails billow
to the force of the wind that drives the
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sloops through the water.
Polished wood fittings are hand‐

made and are pieces of working art.
Hardware has a beauty whose purpose
is clearly expressed in form and mate‐
rial. Spars are wood and finished in
clear varnishes displaying rich wood
tones. Even resting on their mooring
buoys, they appear to be eager to get
underway. They look to be in action
even when not under sail.

The Friendship Sloop Society
(FSS) is dedicated to the preservation
and promotion of the Friendship
Sloop. Diane Fassak, Commodore of
FSS, described the Society as a family
of people who love these sloops and
the maritime tradition they represent.
For more information on the society
and the sloops visit www.FSS.org.

Thank you to our friends Nancy
and Robert Primeaux for inviting us
to Maine and introducing us to the
Friendship Sloops and to the many
folks at the Friendship Sloop Society
for their patience in educating me and
providing quotes. I hope your gen‐
erosity and help with this article will
be repaid by a heightened interest in
the Friendship Sloops, The Friendship
Sloop Society, and the preservation
and promotion of maritime history
and maritime art.

As a sailor, I marvel at the beauty
and perfection of these humble work‐
ing machines. As a painter, the com‐
positions and stories to be told about
the Friendship Sloops are endless and
magical and I can’t wait to get back to
the waters of Maine to continue my
journey into the past and the future of
these beautiful boats. Another Sailor’s
Journal awaits, join in.

�

All works by Julian Tablada

OPPOSITE TOP: Set the Mains’l Wide, water‐
color, 14 x 10 in

OPPOSITE BELOW: FS Black Star, water‐
color, 10 x 14 in

ABOVE RIGHT: Under Owl’s Head Light,
watercolor, 8.5 x 7.5 in

RIGHT: Tablada’s journals
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ASMA North Regional Exhibi‐
tion at the Krasl Art Center, October
8 to November 28, 2021

The opening reception for the
ASMA North Regional Exhibition at
the Krasl Art Center (KAC) in St.
Joseph, Michigan was held on Octo‐
ber 8, 2021. ASMA members Ran‐
dall Higdon, Debra Reid Jenkins,
Jerry Smith and Carol Shahbaz at‐
tended and greeted guests. Guests
were requested to wear masks inside
the exhibit; outside guests were mask
free and socializing in front of the
museum while enjoying the outdoor
gas fire, bar, and refreshments. The
weather was lovely, but tents were up
in case of bad weather.

Over a period of three days Carol
Shahbaz, her husband Dan, Randall
Higdon, and Laura Winkle uncrated
the entries for the exhibit. Carol and
Randall arranged the artwork in the
museum while Dan figured the hang‐
ing height for the artwork, which was
then hung. Dan placed the labels on
the walls while scooting around seated
in his walker (Dan is waiting for more
back surgery.) Kim Shaklee and
Anne Brodie Hill spent a great deal of
time behind the scenes doing all the
necessary paperwork for entry forms,
collating the entries for the ASMA
Fellows to jury, notifying artists of the
results, and endlessly tracking down
artwork delayed in the “Twilight
Zone” of Fed-Ex and UPS.

Laura Winkle, KAC Interpreta‐
tion and Engagement Coordinator,
was the MC from 12 noon to 12:30
PM each Thursday “Live at Lunch”
Zoom lectures with various ASMA
Artists: October 21 - Chris Forrest,
October 28 - Stephen Roberson, No‐
vember 4 - Natalia Andreeva, Novem‐
ber 11 - Joyful Enriquez, and Novem‐
ber 18 - Nadia Klionsky. An evening

ASMANORTH/KRASL SHOW
Art by the Lake, St. Joseph, Michigan

By Carol Shahbaz, ASMA and Anne Brodie Hill, ASMA
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lecture at KAC on October 21 from
7-8 PM was held, with Randall Hig‐
don and Carol Shahbaz discussing
their approaches to drawing and
painting.

ASMA greatly appreciates the
time and talents of our members to
make this exhibition possible. ASMA
also appreciates the time and effort of
Tami Miller, Deputy Director and
Curator, to help bring this ASMA
North Regional Exhibition to
fruition. Tami also gave a great pre‐
sentation about the Exhibition on Oc‐
tober 14 during the “Coffee with Cu‐
rator” at 12 noon. Special thanks to
Carol and Dan Shahbaz, for their at‐
tention to detail (painting the gallery
walls a special happy blue) and their
extraordinary efforts to bring this
ASMA Regional Exhibition to the
Krasl Art Center.

Clockwise from Above Right:
Jerry Smith, ASMA, Debra Reid Jenkins,
ASMA and Randall Higdon, ASMA at the
Opening.

A gallery view

Carol Shahbaz, ASMA with Serenity

Debra Reid Jenkins, ASMA with Late
Summer Dreams

Randall Higdon, ASMA, with Looking
North to Empire Bluff

Opening night extravaganza

The Krasl’s main exhibition space
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Serena Bates, ASMA, was awarded
the Barbara Newington Award for Tra‐
ditional Sculpture in the 93rd Annual
Grand National Exhibition of the
American Artists Professional League,
NY, for her sculpture "Miss Indepen‐
dence."

Serena is also happy to announce
that her work Upward Dog won the
Marion & Gill Roller Memorial Award
in the 79th Annual Audubon Show.

Ms. Bates’s work Leviathan won
Second Prize at the Copley Society of
Art’s exhibition: “Connected Land &
Sea.”

Rick J. Delanty, ASMA’s article, A
Perfect Match, was featured in the No‐
vember 2021 Plein Air Magazine. At the
23rd Laguna Beach Plein Air Invita‐
tional in October, Delanty was honored
to receive the “Artistic Palette” award for
his 16x20 oil painting of lightning-by-
the-sea called “Illumination.” The award
was presented by the Joe Hanks Van
Cleave Foundation.

Delanty’s marine painting featuring
Crystal Cove in California, entitled
“Universal Anthem,” was accepted into
the October/November Oil Painters of
America’s Western Regional Exhibition,
showing October/November at the
Mary R. Koch Arts Center in Wichita,
Kansas.

Jim Graf, ASMA’s painting Re‐
turning Home - Buffalo 1900 was se‐
lected to be exhibited at the 60th Long
Island Artist’s Exhibition from 4 Dec. -
21 Jan. 2022. 164 artists submitted 489
images, out of which only 60 were se‐
lected to be exhibited.

ASMA Signature MemberDebra
Huse was honored to be one of ten
renowned artists chosen to participate in
the 11th Annual Catalina: "The Wild
Side" Art Show & Sale. This unique ex‐
hibition showcases paintings depicting
Catalina Island from Avalon to Two
Harbors, with a special focus on the
lands stewarded by the Catalina Island

Events of Interest
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Conservancy - "the wild side".
Debra’s painting, “Nautical Indul‐

gence”, was featured in the 22nd Annual
American Impressionist Society Juried Exhi‐
bition, an exceptional collection of 200
works by some of the finest living American
Impressionist painters.

Sandra Kavanaugh, ASMA, loves the
coast in all weather and in every season. Us‐
ing pastels which are pigments in their
purest form, I render the transparency of the
cresting waves and the patterns of light and
shadow. I want you to experience the power
and beauty of the ocean as you view this col‐
lection of paintings and feel that you are
standing on the shoreline, hearing the crash‐
ing waves and feeling the salt spray on your
face.

SamVokey, ASMA's painting of a se‐
cret path on Cape Cod - one of those un‐
blemished spots that are getting harder and
harder to find as more people and houses en‐
croach on the natural landscape. I am often
conscious that the role of the artist has al‐
ways been to chronicle the changing world
around us and that seems more and more
important as the population increases and
the planet is more and more threatened.

OPPOSITE TOP: Serena Bates, Leviathan,
hydrostone, 9h x 8w x 18l ins

OPPOSITE MIDDLE: Sandra Kavanaugh, Zeta’s
Song, pastel, 12 x 24 in

OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Rick Delanty, Illumination,
oil, 16 x 20 in

ABOVE: Jim Graf, Returning Home - Buffalo,
1900, acrylic, 24 x 30 in

RIGHT: Sam Vokey, Coastal Path, oil, 40 x 36 in

BELOW: Debra Huse, Nautical Indulgence, oil, 16
x 20 in
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Kate Batkiewicz
Illinois

Don Biehn
Minnesota

Peter Blachly
Maine

John Bowen
Florida

Joseph Guardino
Georgia

James Meeker
Illinois

Manon Sander
Florida

Patricia Savage
North Carolina

Aleta Rossi-Steward
Massachusetts

Donald Sturdivant
South Carolina

Yan Sun
Ohio

Lily Tanzer
California

Student Members

Yanbo Wang
Maryland

Deceased

Paul Garnett

Image from PaulGarnett.com

NEW MEMBERS

Paul J. Garnett, ASMA, was a
largely self taught artist. A man of
many talents and skills. He was also
an acclaimed sculptor and photogra‐
pher. He even worked with make-up
to scare the neighborhood at Hal‐
loween, weather permitting, and on
his kids’ theater projects when they
were in school and later.

He was a shipwright on M.G.M.’s
Bounty in the late 1980’s. In the
1990’s he worked for the Catholic
Church in Clearwater FL designing &
hand carving furnishings and adorn‐
ments for St. Michael the Archangel
Church in Clearwater, FL. On return‐
ing to Massachusetts, he worked for a
scenic company among other occupa‐
tions until retirement.

Through everything he painted.
He researched every painting because
he wanted it to “tell a story” to who‐
ever viewed it. He loved the sea. His
first drawings were of the U.S.S. Con‐
stitution in Charlestown, MA and his
paintings have appeared in museums,
private homes, the J. Russell Jinishian

Gallery in Stonington, CT, the Cam‐
den Falls Gallery in Camden, ME, as
well as the former Mystic Seaport
Gallery: on book covers, cd covers,
magazines around the world, and have
been used in television and movie
backgrounds. His paintings of the
U.S.S. Constitution were popular, as
were the many he did of his beloved
Bounty – his “other woman”. The
Marine Museum in Fall River has a
14-foot replica of the Bounty that he
built.

Various sculptures of movie mon‐
sters and scenes also won awards. His
favorite movie was always the 1933
King Kong.

He loved classical and film music,
advising for a number of years the
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra under the
late Erich Kunzel when they were
working on movie music albums.

He leaves his wife of 51 years,
Barbara A. Garnett and their two chil‐
dren, Paul and Regan, whose families
brought him great joy. Family was al‐
ways first for Paul.

INMEMORIAM: PAULGARNETT
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Advancing Ship Modeling Through Research

Annual membership includes our world-renowned quarterly magazine, Nautical Research Journal, which
features photographs and articles on ship model building, naval architecture, merchant and naval ship
construction, maritime trade, nautical and maritime history, nautical archaeology and maritime art.

Other benefits include discounts on annual conferences, ship modeling seminars, NRG products and juried
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ongoing celebration of model ships and maritime history.

For more information contact us at: www.thenrg.org or call 585 968 8111
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Edward Mitchell Bannister (1828 - 1901)
“Kid’s Road,” c. 1880.

Oil on Canvas


